A 64 Mbit phase change memory chip is fabricated in 40 nm CMOS technology. An improved fully-differential sense amplifier with a bias voltage instead of the reference resistor branch is proposed to diminish the chip area. The transient response capability of the proposed sense amplifier is improved by removing the large parasitic capacitance of bit line in the feedback network. Smaller parasitic capacitance is also obtained by the separated programming and reading transmission gates to speed up the read operation. The hierarchical bit line architecture is used to reduce the length of bit line, and thus favorable read performance can be achieved.
Introduction
Phase change memory (PCM), based on the property of chalcogenide materials with two different resistances in amorphous and crystalline phase [1] , has shown numerous advantages, such as non-volatility, high speed, low consumption, good scalability, high endurance and excellent compatibility with traditional silicon semiconductor fabrication [2] . Research activity of PCM has boomed since PCM shows commercial values [3, 4, 5] . Improving the performance of read-out speed is also a key issue for the PCM chip to be a commercial success. Basically, read operation is performed by measuring the resistance of the addressed storage device. By comparing the cell current with a reference one, the state of the programmed cell could be detected. Bedeschi etc. introduced a fully symmetrical sense amplifier (SA) in previous research. The reference cell is located within the memory array and is identically biased to avoid mismatch and improve sense accuracy [6] . However this choice could be a waste of area, especially for the memory chip with extremely large capacity. To prevent read disturbance due to the threshold switching mechanism [7] , bit line biasing technique has been proposed by pervious researchers. The selected bit line is biased to a constant voltage by a voltage regulator [8] . Whereas this structure requires long time to charge the parasitic capacitance in the addressed bit line, and thus slows down the read operation. In order to improve read performance, the reduction of the parasitic capacitance in the bit line path could be an effective approach.
In this paper, a 64 Mbit PCM implemented in 40 nm CMOS technology is presented. An improved fully-differential SA is integrated to achieve fast response of sensing difference between the reference and the cell branch, resulting in fast read operation. Hierarchical bit line topology is proposed. The 64 Mbit memory is divided into 32 tiles of 2 Mbit memory blocks connected in parallel. Only one block is selected during read operation. The selected path is shortened, which reduces the parasitic capacitance and obtains favorable read speed.
Sense amplifier design
The structure of the proposed fully-differential SA is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The generators of V b and V c are shown in Fig. 1 (b) and Fig. 1 (c), separately. RBL (Read Bit Line) is connected to the memory cell through reading transmission gate (RTG). V b is the bias voltage which is generated from PM9, and is mirrored to PM3 and PM4. Here, the width of PM9 is m times of that of PM3 and PM4. V c is the clamp voltage to prevent the risk of read disturbance. EN is an Enable signal to shut down SA in idle, and also controls to discharge parasitic capacitance in bit line path through NM9.
I cell represents cell current, while I ref represents reference current. The difference between the two currents is integrated into the parasitic capacitor at node V 1 and V 2 . When I cell > I ref , V 1 node will be charged into a high voltage while V 2 node will be discharged into a low voltage. A power voltage DSA will be obtained, which indicates the R cell is in crystalline phase with lower resistance than R ref , and vice versa. The cell and reference current equations are described in below:
Here, V th (∼0.65 V) is threshold voltage of NM0. The size of NM0 tends to be large
The numerators of the two equations, i.e. the voltages across cell and reference, could be balanced by choosing proper values of V c and m. The clamp voltage V c is generated in a resistance voltage dividing circuit, as shown in Fig. 1(c) . The value of V c could be calculated by following Eq. (3).
Here, R is a fixed resistor, while R c is adjustable. V c drop will occur when EN is activated. To reduce the voltage drop, low dropout regulator is used to generate V c , and furthermore, a decoupling capacitor PM11 is added between V c and power supply. Simulation waveforms of read operation are shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). Power supply is 2. Fig. 2(a) , and 30 Kohm in Fig. 2(b) . The simulated sense time of our SA is 42 ns. The difference between this SA and the one we described in another literature [9] , is that, we propose a bias voltage V b to replace the reference resistor branch. Since there are 384 SAs shared one group of V b and V c generators in the chip, this method could reduce the total area of SAs. Another difference is that, V c is connected to the gate of NM0 through transmission gate (TG), instead of the drain of NM0. The long bit line with large parasitic capacitance is excluded in the feedback network, and the stable time of the amplifier system is shortened. Moreover, we separate the programming transmission gate (PTG) and RTG. RESET current (∼mA level) flows through PTGs from write driver into the memory cell, while read current (∼µA level) flows through RTGs from SA into the selected cell. The size of RTG could be smaller than that of PTG, and the smaller parasitic capacitance of RTG is easy to be charged, which speeds up the operation of reading. The comparison between the two SAs is shown in Table I .
Hierarchical bit line architecture
The 64 Mbit memory with 32 Mbit redundancy cells for ECC computing is divided into 4 banks. Each bank consists of 8 tiles of sub-banks (1024 rows Â 3072 columns). Fig. 3(a) [10] . To save the area, we exclude PTGs, RTGs, SAs, column decoders and write drivers in sub-bank, and share them in bank level. Fig. 3(b) shows the simulation results of read time with or without hierarchical bit line architecture. The read time for a 32 Kbit array (1024 rows Â 32 columns) is 39 ns, and that for a 256 Kbit array (8192 rows Â 32 columns) without hierarchical bit line architecture is 235 ns. While for a 256 Kbit array consisting of eight 32 Kbit array (8 Â 1024 rows Â 32 columns), the read time is 42 ns, which is close to that for a 32 Kbit array. The reason is that only one of the 32 Kbit arrays is activated simultaneously during read operation, thus the load of RBL is mainly determined by the length of BBL. With the proposed hierarchical bit line architecture, the parasitic capacitance of bit line is reduced enormously, and the read operation is speeded up significantly.
Chip measurement results
Our 64 Mbit PCM chip with hierarchical bit line architecture was fabricated in 40 nm CMOS process. The microphotograph of the chip is shown in Fig. 4(a) . The main characteristics of the chip are summarized in Fig. 4(b) .
The resistance distribution of the experimental chip is shown in Fig. 5(a) . A resistance difference of about two orders of magnitude between the SET and RESET states is observed. Fig. 5(b) shows the experimental transient waveforms of read operation. DSA is in tri-state before SA enabled. With /EN falling, PM8 and NM0 shown in Fig. 1(a) are turned on, and the selected bit line is charged by relatively high current I cell , thus DSA rises from ground level. After finished the charge procedure, measuring of cell resistance begins. If the selected memory cell is in amorphous phase, then I cell < I ref , and DSA will be pulled down to ground level. In contrast, if I cell > I ref , which means the cell is in crystalline structure, DSA will continue to rise to power level. Here, sense time, which corresponds to the delay from the falling edge of /EN to the falling edge of DSA when reading "0" state, is about 50 ns, which is close to the simulation result. The delay time between the completing of sensing and the output of ground or power level is caused by discharging or charging of the parasitic capacitance in the testing path, including an output TG with /EN as the enable signal and a metal connection to the test PAD. When /EN is negated, the output TG is switched off, and the voltage of the test PAD is pulled down to ground. The deviation of sense time for different cells is small (+/−5%). One reason is that sense time is mainly determined by the parasitic capacitance of BBL, the length of which is same for all the cells. Another reason is that the deviation of (I cell À I ref )
is small due to about 1 order of magnitude difference between R cell and R ref . The smaller the (I cell À I ref ) is, the longer the sense time will be. Tested results show that all the sense times are within 50 ns.
Conclusion
In this paper, an improved fully-differential sense amplifier with a bias voltage instead of the reference resistor branch has been presented. It is integrated in a 64 Mbit PCM chip, which is fabricated in 40 nm CMOS process. The hierarchical bit line topology has also been used in the chip. Experimental results show that the improved sense amplifier and the proposed architecture are able to speed up the read operation (∼50 ns). The current pulses of RESET and SET programming are 1.0 mA/10 ns and 0.2 mA/200 ns, respectively. The difference between memory cell resistances after RESET and SET reaches about 2 orders of magnitude.
